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Year 2 Knowledge Organiser Geography How does Zambia compare to Newmarket? 

What we have learnt already 

1 Locate I can find London on a map of the UK and locate the 7 
continents of the world. 

2 Navigate I can use positional language. 

3 Explore I can describe differences between cities and towns. 

 

Words we need to know 

1 Zambia A country in Southern Africa. 

2 Equator The mid-line around the earths circumference. The hottest part of the 
earth. 

3 Hills and 
Mountains 

Natural physical features of the earth. 

4 North, South, East 
and West. 

The four compass points. 

5 Country A nation with its own government that occupies a particular area of the 
world. 

6 Continent A continuous expanse of land. There are 7 continents in the world.  

7 Globe A spherical map of the world. 

   

 

                        

            

              

What we will learn next 

1 Locate I will be able to locate our school on a map of 
Newmarket. 

2 Navigate I will recognise landmarks of Newmarket and the local 
area. 

3 Explore I will know the differences between physical features of 
the local area. 

 

Knowledge Gems 

1 Locate I know that Zambia is a hot country and is south of the 
equator and Newmarket is in a cold area of the world 
and north of the equator. 

2 Locate I know where Zambia Is on a map of Africa and Lusaka 
is the capital city of Zambia. 

3 Navigate I know about the physical features in Zambia including 
hills, mountains, rivers and valleys. 

4 Navigate I know about physical features around Newmarket and 
Solwezi and compare similarities and differences. 

5 Explore I can explore the geographical differences a small area 
of Lusaka and a small area of Newmarket. 

6 Explore I can describe where Lusaka and Newmarket are on a 
globe and a map of the world. 
 

 

Together 
Included 
Involved 
Inspired 

Together Included, involved, inspired 


